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Abstract

This paper proposes a isolated speech recognition method of Korean digits using a TDNN(Time Delay Neural Network) 

which is able to recognize time-varying speech properties. We also make an investigation of effect on network parameter of 

TDNN. ； hidden layers and time-delays. TDNNs in 。나r experiments consist of 2 and 3 hidden layers and have several 

time-delays. From experiment「cs니L TDNN structure which has 2 hidden-layers, gives a good res미t for speech recognition 

of Korean digits. Mis-rccognition by time-delays can be improved by changing TDNN structures and mis-recognition 

separated from time-delays can be improved by changing input patterns.

I. Introduction

Speech is a natural and easy method of communication 

among human beings. Even in the various new communic

ation services to be provided in the future, speech will still 

play important roles. Recently, speech recognition tech

nology has greatly progressed, in combination with Al, 

signal processing, statistical modeling and various other 

technologies. Speech recognition services arc based on 

technology which has recently been realized or which will 

be realized in the near future. This services include voice 

dialer for cellular mobile radio and regular l이cphoncs、re

sponse systems for guidance and reservation, order re

ceiving services using natural conversational speech, and 

voice-input word processors. Speaker recognition will also 

be used as a security control technique.

Speech is essentially a time-varying phenomenon. Ex

ploring temporal variability in representation of speech is 

one of the ou[이anding problems in speech recognition. In 

the field of speech processin응, the adaptive and learning 

ability of neural networks has been expected to provide 

excellent properties! 1). When a neural network is applied 

to speech recognition, none of updating template data

base is required. Conventional artificial neural networks 

are structured to deal with static patterns. Many nc나ral 

networks cannot make accurate clusters and recognize 

correctly when the input data set holds time-varying 

characteristics⑵[3]. Speech is inherently dynamic in time. 

Hence, some modifications to the simple 이ruclurcs are 

required. There is no known correct or proper way of 

handling speech dynamics within the framework. How

ever several reasonable structures have been proposed and 

studied, and one solution to make use of time-varying 

characteristics is the time-delay neural network(TDNN). 

A TDNN is an MLP(M니ti-Laycr Perceptron) with fixed 

time delays. Each cell of a TDNN weights not o이y cur

rent input feature vector /(/) but also N preceding 

vectors /(/-w) [4][5].

This paper discusses TDNN suitable for speech recogn

ition system and develops a network for a recognition of 

time-varying speech signals of Korean digits. The desig

ned network can recognize characteristics of speech v/ith 

time-varying properties. In experiments, the method to 

make use of lime-varying characteristics is demonstrated 

by TDNN system. And we compare the performances of 

TDNN with those of VQ and MSVQ.

In Ch.2, we introduce Multi-Section Vector Quantizat- 

ion(MSVQ) which is a method to use time-varying pro

perties. This is also time-normalizing input pattern in 

TDNN. Ch.3 and Ch.4 are devoted to explain TDNN. 

Ch.5 is concerned with LPC Cepstrum. Our experiments 

and Results arc shown in Ch.6.

H . Multi-Section Vector Quantization(MSVQ)

Conventional standard vector quantization approach 

that uses a single vector q나anlizer for the entire duration 

of utterance is not designed to preserve the sequential 

characteristics of speech class. It requires that codebook 

for a particular utterance speech be properly designed to 

minimize average distortion. Suppose there are M utter
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ance speech classes to be recognized. We collect M sets of 

training data. Each training set should contain a number 

of utterances of the same speech. M codebooks are desi

gned by using minimum average distortion for the M ut

terance speech classes. Each codebook represents a char

acterization of each speech class. During the recognition 

operation, it doesn't require any explicit time ali응nment[6][기.

Lack of explicit characterization of sequential behavior 

can be remedied by treating each utterance speech as a con

catenation of several utterance sub-classes, each of which 

is represented by a VQ codebook. We call this Multi-See- 

lion Vector Quantization. For an utterance speech, we 

divide the utterance into Ns section to decompose it into 

a concatenation of Ns-

Given a set of training utterances of known 이ass, Ns 

sets of training data are formed and used to design Ns 

codebooks. These Ns codebooks have an implicit temporal 

order because they correspond to different portions of the 

ulteranccs. Similar to the single codebook case, each set 

of Ns successive codebooks represents one class, and the 

average distortion incurred in encoding an unknown utter

ance with the corresponding successive vector quantizers 

is the discriminant score for the recognition decision⑻[이.

Fig. 1 represents 5-section vector quantizer designed 

from 3 utterance speeches.

I |framerf이 [fraire찌 | frama삐 찌

♦ t t t t
[프 叵] [흐] I희 [흐I

Figure 1. 5-MSVQ production

HI. TDNN(Time Delay Neural Netw이* k)

Neural Networks have been seriously considered for a 

wide range of problems: parallel computation, robustness 

or fault tolerance, nonlinearity. Conventional artificial 

neural networks are structured to deal with static pat

terns. However, since speech is inherently dynamic in time, 

it needs some modifications to the neural nctwork|9]|l2|. 

There is no known correct or proper way to handle 

speech dynamics. However several reasonable struchircs 

have been proposed and studied. Perhaps the simplest 

neural network structure that incorporates speech pattern 

dynamics is the time delay neural nctwork(TDNN)[4][5] 

[12|. TDNN is a MLP with fixed time d이ays from lower 

layer to upper layer. We define input pattern as N speech 

sections. This structure extends input to each computa

tional element to include N speech sections.

To completely specify a neural network, values for 

weighting coefficients and the offset threshold for each 

computation element must be determined, based on a 

labeled set of training data. By a labeled training set of 

data, wc mean an association between set of inp니] vectors 

X\, -1 and desired vectors di, d2, •, dn 一 \ •

Back propagation algorithm is 니sed in TDNN. Using dis

tortion between outp나I res니It values and desired values, 

weighting coefficients arc updated from output layer to 

input layer backwardly. The algorithm is as follows；

ISTEP 1|

Initialize all weight coefficients and offsets

ISTEP 2|

Input values Xi, X2,…，Kv-i and desired output 

values di, dN- \.

[STEP 3|

Calculate o니Ipul value at each node

N -\
netj= E wl} x}, (1)

i—()

力I +厂(叫F) ‘2)

where, i's are lower layer nodes, 

j is an upper layer node, 

and Wi} is a weight coefficient of the branch 

connecting node I and node j

[STEP4I

Update weights

Wij(t + 1)-+仍£丿%7 + 시机如(£〜 1)] (3)

where 〃 = training rate and a = momentum

for hidden layer,

为=为(1 -y7)(d;-y}) (4)

and for output layer

海=右(1 -Xj) £ dk w]k (5)
k

where k is an upper layer node than node j's
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IV. TDNN Network Structures

It must specify four characteristics to implement an ar

bitrary neural network ； number and type of inputs, net

work connectivity, choice of offset, and choice of non-lin

earity. Methods using Ccpstr시 coefficients as a input pat

tern make an improvement on the recognition. But net

work connectivity is not so clear. Network connectivity 

involves the number of hidden layers and the number of 

nodes. Generally speaking, there is no good rule of thumb 

as to how large (or small) such hidden layers must be. In 

designing TDNN networks, the number of hidden layers 

and limc-d이ay terms arc very important network para

meter. If we will add a hidden layer and increase or de

crease time-delay, the strucl니re is more complicated and 

has an important effect on other layers, time-delay, and 

recognition rate. This is due to the connectivity of the 

network. We will investigate inf]ucncc of hidden-layer 

and time-delay on network. Changing these parameters, 

we observe recognition rate and mis-rccognized digit.

V. LPC Cepstrum

It can consider the basic model of speech prod나clion as 

a vocal tract filter H(z) excited by a periodic excitation 

function E(z) for voiced speech or white noise E{z) for 

unvoiced speech. If, in the frequency domain, the product 

of the excitation and filter spectrum is transformed to the 

summation of these two spectra, the transformation from 

the frequency domain back to the time domain by 

Fourier transform results in 나ic cepstrum. The Excitation 

E(z) and vocal tract filter arc linearly separated by a 

complex logarithm operation. Then

logX(z) - logH(z) +lo^E(z)

The LPC cepstral coefficients Cn arc defined as inverse 

transformation of the above log spectrum /ogX(z). The 

cepstral coefficients, Cn, of the spectra obtained from 

LPC analysis can be computed recursiv이y from the LPC 

coefficients, a}.

bits, pre-emphasized, covered with a 200-sample Hamming 

window and 10th order LPC coefficients were evaluated 

and converted to 10th order LPC cepstral coefficients. 

Speech data are 1() Korean digits；/young(0)/, /il(l)/, /i(2)/, 

/sam(3)/, /sa(4)/, /o(5)/. /yuk(6)/, /chil(7)/, /pal⑻/, /gu(9)/. 

To obtain 40 frames per each speech, we normalized ut

terance speech to 40 frames. 4 male and 1 female speakers 

uttered 2() times per each digit. 3 out of 20 speech data 

were used in training procedure, and the others were used 

in test proccd나re

()니r experiments were composed of 2 steps. At lsl step, 

wc compared TDNN with MSVQ, and VQ method. This 

experiment had 2 network structures ； 2 hidden layers for 

network 1, and 3 hidden layers for network 2. Time

delays were 6-framcs. Each network was shown in Fig. 2 

and Fig 3, respectively. At 2nd step, we constructed several 

TDNN structures which had 3 hidden layers and different 

time-delays. From this result we analyzed of time-delay 

effect on TDNN network. Table 1 아)ows these network. 

Total number of training iterations were 10,000 times, 

and the learning rate was fixed to 0.5. The initial node 

offsets and weights were randomly selected from —0.5 to 

0.5. Total TDNN network structures are showed in Table 1.

Table 1. TDNN structures with 3 hidden layers, different time
delays

Input-H 1 H1-H2 H2-H3 H3-Output

Network 3 6 10 15 12

Network 4 3 6 14 20

Network 5 4 11 10 18

Network 6 8 10 15 10

Network 7 5 9 13 16

Network 8 7 10 17 9

Network 9 10 13 15 5

Network 10 8 13 16 6

Network 11 9 12 17 5

Network 12 10 13 15 5

Network 13 5 10 15 13

where Hl : Hidden Layer 1, H2 : Hidden Layer 2, 
H3 : Hidden Layer 3

where * = 0 when i>p (p is the order of LPC analysis).

VI. Experiments and Results

Speech data were sampled by 11 kHz. converted to 8

1. Performance of TDNN

To evaluate performances of TDNN, we have run the 

same speech recognition experiments as VQ and 40-MSVQ 

with 10th order LPC coefficients. The size of codebook 

for vector quantizer was 16. The results of experiments are 

follows ； the recognition rates were 95.4% for VQ, 97. 

8% for 40-MSVQ, 98.7% for Network 1, and 98.1% for 
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Network 2. The best recognition rates were 97.6% for 

VQ, 98.8% for 40-MSVQ, 100% for Network 1, and 99. 

4% for Network 2. The details of recognition rates can 

be found in Table 2. It is shown that the system using 

sequential characteristics of speech, that is, MSVQ and 

TDNN wo니d give good res니Its. The comparison of rec

ognition rates between Network 1 and Network 2 would 

show that the performance of TDNN would not depend 

on the number of layers. Also, it should be noted that 

speech data recognized incorrectly were different for Net

work 1 and Network 2 (see Table 3). We can improve the 

recognition of TDNN 나sing LPC cepstral coefOcients in

stead of LPC. This results are found in Table 4.

2. Performance of TDNN structures with different time

delays

As we were varying time-d이ays with carefulness, the 

performance of TDNN is observed and shown in Table 4. 

From this res니lis, when lime-d이ays are 5, 6, and 7, per

formances of them arc better than those of other time

delays. B나t Network 3 and 13 are similar networks. Only 

difference is time-delays between Inp니l-Hl and H3-Out- 

put. Mis-recognitions is 3 for Networks and 5 for Net

work 13. But they have no similarity of mis-rccognized 

digits between two networks. It says that TDNN is very 

sensitive to time-delays.

When we observe the results of mis-recognizecl digits, 

we can find some similarity. All networks have the same 

mis-rccognized digits；input pattern 8, 1, 4 or bolh. This 

patterns have no relation with time-d이ays. Time-delays 

influence only some mis-rccognized. Changing TDNN 

structures, wc can improve recognition rate, but the same 

mis-recognized digits, which have no r이ation with time

delays, can not be overcome only by changing TDNN 

network structures. This result are shown in Network 1 

having a best result at Table 2(utterance B). When we use 

LPC Cepstrum, this problem was removed. At Tabic 2, B 

utterance has 2 mis-recognized digits;(6, 0) and (& 1). 

Mis-recognition (8, 1) results from time-delays. When 

LPC cepstral coefficients arc used, mis-recognized digits 

have 2； but both (6, 0), But changing from Network 1 to 

Network 2, this mis-recognized digits are removed ； 100% 

recognition results(Table 3, B utterance). It says that we 

can improve recognition rate of the time-delay dependent 

digits by changing network slrucl니res. We can also im

prove time-delay independent digits by changing input 

pattern.

Figure 2. TDNN Network 1

40 frames

Output 
Layer

HIMm
3

Hfckfon
Lay»r2

Hiddan
Layw 1

Input
Lay«r

Figure 3. TDNN Network 2

Table I. Speech Recognition Rate of Korean Digits

VQ MSVQ Network I Network 2

A 95.3 96.5 97.6 9X.8

B 92.9 98.8 99.4 98.2

C 96.5 97.1 98.2 97.6

D 94.7 98.2 98.2 96.5

E 97.6 98.8 100 99.4

Average 95.4 97.8 98.7 98.1

Table 2. Incorrectly recognized speech data by TDNN

-
N이work I

Input
Digit

Nclwork2

Input 
Digit

Output 
Di前

the number of 
mis-rccognized 

digit

Ouip 비 

Digit

the number of 
mis-recognized 

digit

A 5 9 2 8 I I
9 5 2 8 4 I

B 6 0 I 7 8 I
8 I I 8 I I

8 4 I
C 6 I 2 0 3 I

6 5 I 5 
6

6
I

I
I

6 0 I
D 6 0 2 3 0 I

8 I I 4
4

I 
3

I 
3

...... 5 0 I

E X X X 0 4 I
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Table 3. Improvement Recognition Rate using Ccpstral ('ocffic- 
icnts

N 미 work 1 Network 2

LPC LPC Ccpstral LPC ITC Ccpstral

A 97.6 9S.2 9S.X 98.K
B 9X.X 98.S 98.2 10()
（、 9X.2 99.4 97.6 10()
D 9X.2 9X.K 96.5 98.S
E 100 100 99.4 10()

Avcrag 98.6 99 9S.I 99.5

terance)
Table 4. Performancc of TDNN with different lime서이ays(B ut

Nclwcrk3

Nctwork4

Network 5

Network6

Network?

Network^

Nctwork9

Network 1 0

Network 1 1

Network 12

Network 1 3

mis-rccognition
3

6

5

3

3

4

4

6 

........
6

6

5

input pattern
7

8
X
1
3

5

6
8
8
;

8

X
6
8
6 
K 
X
3
6 
K 
X
6
6
8
3

6
6
X

1
3
6
8

1

7

8
1
5

6
S

mis-rccognized digit
X
1
4
X

4

1
4
4

1
4

1

1

4

I

4

9
1

()

1

6
7

1 
--- ....... . .

6
7

X
1
X
4
9

1

\1I. Conclusion

In this paper, wc proposed Korean digits recognition 

system. With the Rip of TDNN structure, wc could use 

sequential characteristics of speech. The recognition rate 

to TDNN is 98.6% in speaker-dependent, and can be 

reached to 99.5% with LPC ccpstral coefficients. Time

delays gave influence some recognition rate. Mis-recognit

ion dependent on time-delays was improved by changing 

network structures. Mis-rccognition independent on time

delays was improved by changing input patterns.
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